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ABSTRACT
We consider a new approach to generate tests from natural language. Rather than relying on machine learning or templated extraction from structured comments, we propose to apply classic ideas from linguistics to translate natural-language sentences into executable tests. This paper explores the application of combinatorial categorial grammars (CCGs) to generating property-based tests. Our prototype is able to generate tests from English descriptions for each example in a textbook chapter on property-based testing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to specify functional and unit tests using natural language has applications to documenting test cases, tracing requirements to tests, reducing discrepancies between prose functionality descriptions and the properties encoded in test suites, and helping less technical clients build confidence that software is implemented consistently with their understanding of requirements. It is common to see test suites written using domain-specific languages (DSLs) modeled to look like fragments of English [46]; testing frameworks in the “Given-When-Then” behavior-driven development style [39] using specification languages like Gherkin [63] which allow developers to map developer-chosen fixed natural language to sections of test cases; RSpec-style [17] libraries that have natural language description be embedded in tests; or ad hoc practices in languages like F#, whose support for (quoted) identifiers containing strings is used in practice to name test cases using natural language descriptions. Prior research has explored variations on these ideas, which can be very effective (some are widely used). But many associate code and descriptions only by convention (F#, RSpec) or manual processes [55], or are limited by a host language (DSLs). Others rely on brittle heuristics to connect language and code, such as: Gherkin, recognizing hard-coded phrases in specific Javadoc clauses [15, 25, 59]; assuming a restrictive subject-verb-direct-object sentence structure that breaks on many natural sentences [35]; or using brittle keyword-based heuristics to extract test cases for a single testing template [8]. Ahsan et al. [3] survey similar techniques. Sharma and Biswas [56] propose generating tests from a restricted logical representation of requirements that reads similarly to a fragment of English. While these approaches have notable successes (Motwani and Brun [51] generate tests from the official JavaScript specification, exploiting its unusually consistent wording to extract test elements via regular expressions), these are all limited by the lack of a true linguistic model, causing them to fail on novel sentence structures (natural languages are non-context-free [34]) and making some extensions non-compositional.

While not yet applied to test generation from text, machine-learning (especially deep learning) is increasingly used to associate code and text [4]. These approaches make good use of large corpora of public software source code to learn rich associations between text and code. However, a common critique of these techniques is that they are non-modular, making them brittle and difficult to repair. Adding an individual word to a neural network-based system [31, 40–42] that was absent in training data is not feasible, nor is correcting handling of individual existing words. The only solution is to retrain the network.

Classic work in linguistics on compositional models of grammar and sentence meaning offers another, principled way to relate code and natural language, in a way that generalizes to unseen inputs and naturally supports modular extension and bug fixes. We show that it is possible to use a classic linguistic semantic technique to generate property-based tests from natural language. Beyond its direct desirable properties, this approach opens the door to drawing on decades of knowledge from the linguistics community to more effectively generate tests from natural language.

2 CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR, SEMANTIC PARSEC, AND PROPERTY-BASED TESTS
Linguists have long studied precise models of grammar and meaning, producing rich literature on computing natural language text’s semantic meaning from a grammatical parse tree — the parse guides how the logical meanings of individual words are combined to compute the meaning of a whole sentence [12]. Combinatory Categorial Grammars (CCGs) [11, 58] are one established body of techniques to model both parsing and translation into a logical form representing sentence meaning, a task known as semantic parsing. CCGs are theoretically powerful (mildly-context-sensitive [36, 61]) and have been shown to capture general accounts of subtle linguistic phenomena in a number of natural languages, well enough to parse large corpora of English [30], German [28], Hindi [5], and Japanese [45]. CCGs can model meaning using any lambda calculus with a boolean-like type (technically, a Heyting Algebra) [38], so can be used to generate meanings in many logics or programming languages.

Property-based tests (PBTs) [19] are a form of guided random testing, focusing on properties that should hold for classes of inputs rather than individual inputs. Inputs are produced by combining
Assumptions about individual words form a **lexicon**: a set of grammatical categories and semantics for each word. A word with multiple meanings may have multiple lexicon entries. CCGs isolate knowledge for specific natural languages to this lexicon, reusing the core rules across any natural language. Wide-coverage CCG **lexicons** capable of correctly parsing large text corpora exist for English [30], Hindi [3], German [28], and Japanese [4]. The natural modular structure of lexicons means that these existing lexicons can be directly extended with domain-specific terminology.

For a more complex example than Figure 1, consider a PBT for “every even integer is divisible by 2.” This quantifies over all even integers from a generator, which is typically expressed in code by applying a filter operation to a generator. Our lexicon entry for the quantifier “every” captures this:

\[
\text{every } \Gamma \rightarrow S \\
\text{is even } \Gamma \rightarrow S \Rightarrow n \% 2 = 0
\]

This defines “every” as a word which, given an adjective (P), a common noun (gen) of a particular flavor (see Section 4), and a sentence fragment (claim) that is intuitively “missing its subject” (and looking for a suitable subject noun phrase to its left), yields a sentence. The semantics of that sentence (given using Javascript anonymous functions and a specific PBT library) is a property test that asserts that claim holds for all inputs produced by the generator gen corresponding to that common noun, for which the adjective P is accurate (implemented by filtering the generator).

CCGs include, and our prototype uses, 6 additional rules to extend coverage to linguistic constructs like long-distance dependencies [47, 48], unlike-coordination [13, 16], and cross-serial dependencies [57] (which are non-context-free); and extended slash types [11, 58] that capture how individual words restrict reorderings of other phrases (e.g., island constraints [24]). The established use of CCGs to analyze many subtle linguistic constructions [32, 58] in many languages [5, 28, 30, 45], and their demonstrated utility in parsing corpora like the Wall Street Journal [30] and Alice in Wonderland [64] strongly suggest that in contrast to popular heuristic approaches to generating tests from text (mentioned in the introduction), CCGs will impose no fundamental restrictions on the language used in test specifications — all restrictions on language used for tests in our approach would stem from the lexicon used, which as discussed can be modularly extended or improved over time.

### 3 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

We have used NLTK [14] to implement a publicly-available prototype [26] that translates English to property-based tests in Javascript using the fast-check PBT library [1]. NLTK includes an implementation of semantic parsing using CCGs: given a set of base categories and lexicon entries, the library can construct a chart parser [20–22] for the specified lexicon. NLTK’s CCG support assumes a simply typed lambda calculus for semantics; we generate semantics in that form with fast-check identifiers, and rewrite the
Table 1: STTP test specifications with variants handled by our prototype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Original and Modified Test Specification, (Beta-Reduced) Logical Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\forall x. (x \in \mathbb{R} \land (0 \leq x \leq 5)) \Rightarrow \neg \text{fizzbuzz}(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$\forall x. (x \in \mathbb{R} \land (0 \leq x \leq 5)) \Rightarrow \text{fizzbuzz}(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\forall x. (x \in \mathbb{R} \land (0 \leq x \leq 5)) \Rightarrow \text{fizzbuzz}(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\forall x. (x \in \mathbb{R} \land (0 \leq x \leq 5)) \Rightarrow \text{fizzbuzz}(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$\forall x. (x \in \mathbb{R} \land (0 \leq x \leq 5)) \Rightarrow \text{fizzbuzz}(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$\forall x. (x \in \mathbb{R} \land (0 \leq x \leq 5)) \Rightarrow \text{fizzbuzz}(x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$\forall x. (x \in \mathbb{R} \land (0 \leq x \leq 5)) \Rightarrow \text{fizzbuzz}(x)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syntax into JavaScript syntax after the fact. The prototype is primarily the lexicon itself. We constructed the lexicon by hand-writing entries for words present in our evaluation study based on a combination of examining the examples in our corpus, prior experience describing property-based tests (e.g., in teaching), and background knowledge about the treatment of certain English-language grammatical phenomena in CCGs and related grammar formalisms, such as quantification [32, 58], and coordination (‘and’ and ‘or’) [16, 50].

This initial manual authoring process highlights some strengths relative to the increasingly popular use of deep neural networks for similar tasks [4]. As noted earlier, neural techniques are non-modular and do not permit fixes for individual words. By contrast, lexicons, while intricate, are inherently modular. Several times while working on the evaluation below, we wrote incorrect semantics or incorrect grammatical types for several words. Fixing them was a simple matter of correcting individual entries, which had no effect on examples that already worked but did not involve the word in question. The modular construction extends to the addition of new words. Using CCGs, adding basic negation support is a simple matter of adding one lexicon entry: not $\Rightarrow AD/AD$. More complete support for negation in natural language requires additional lexicon entries, but here again CCGs offer advantages over neural networks: detailed CCG treatments of negations in natural language already exist [58], while neural networks still struggle to handle language surrounding boolean operations [23, 60].

We expect that in practice, adding support for new properties and data types (e.g., packaging extensions for a specific library or program) will require CCG’s strong support for modularity. In the future we plan to adapt techniques for learning CCG lexicons [10, 37] to extend an existing English lexicon [30], but those results will retain the ability to individually extend or correct individual words.

4 EXPERIENCE WITH THE prototype

To evaluate basic feasibility of our approach, we collected complete sentences describing properties paired with corresponding PBTS, from books teaching PBT. To avoid biasing results towards what we thought would be easier to support, we sought cases where an existing text had a pairing of a PBT with a sentence describing what the test checked. We surveyed 6 books covering property-based testing [6, 18, 27, 43, 52, 62], locating 26 such pairs. We translated 7 descriptions from Aniche’s Software Testing: From Theory to Practice (STTP) [6] into Javascript fast-check tests, with mild rephrasing to replace use of “the program” with the specific function being tested and to work around limitations of the NLTK frontend (lack of support for punctuation and numerals). We then studied the 19 other descriptions looking for signs of additional linguistic complexity beyond what is treated in existing texts on categorial grammars for English [16, 33, 49, 58].

Basic Feasibility. Table 1 shows the original text, rephrasings, and computed $\lambda$-calculus logical forms for the 7 STTP tests, which the prototype converts to Javascript.

Adequacy of Generated Tests. Each generated test correctly formalizes the corresponding text. 3 of the STTP exemplars (marked with $\times$) fail when run on a correct implementation because they were under-specified. Test #7 requires an exception for negative numbers and 0. But these can also be divisible by 3 or 5, conflicting with tests #4–6. The textbook’s solutions filter generators to produce only inputs are greater than or equal to 1 for those tests. By adding a lexicon entry for “positive” we can generate tests equivalent to the solutions (using “positive numbers”). This kind of detail is both the sort of detail sometimes omitted intentionally in informal prose, but also the sort of detail often omitted unintentionally when under-specifying. Directly connecting the English to the tests revealed the English was imprecise about expected behavior — exactly the sort of divergence between natural language specifications and tests we sought to identify.

Natural language often admits multiple parses for the same sentence, which occasionally yields different logical forms. The sentences in Table 1 yielded respectively 20, 4, 6, 45, 45, 3, and 1 distinct
parse trees, but all parses of each sentence produced equivalent logical forms (e.g., differing only in the names of bound variables).

**Lexicon Size.** Parsing examples containing 29 words and numbers requires 46 lexicon entries. We believe this is reasonable. Only 3 rules are specific to the subjects under test: the entries for “passing” and “fizzbuzz” (there are two entries for “passing”, usable words handled, and clearly 19 entries is a lower bound for 19 words. We would expect lexicon size to be roughly linear in the number of available with our prototype [26], every sentence structure is explained by standard grammatical theories, and can be parsed by a CCG grammar-only PBT [27] (e.g., replacing “for all” with “fc.property” because NLTK does not allow periods in logical forms). Future improvements should replace this with a proper traversal of the logical form’s abstract syntax tree.

**Linguistic Flexibility.** Even these 7 tests involve a range of subtle and commonly-occurring linguistic phenomena, such as overload- ing “and” and “or” to coordinate multiple arguments (“divisible by 3 and 5”) or multiple adjectives (“divisible by 3 and not divisible by 5”). Moreover, because the approach is built on CCGs and therefore directly model compositional meaning of natural language, we can have high confidence that additional sentences using the same words in known grammatical roles will also parse. As an example of this in tandem with modular lexicon extension, adding an entry for “is” allows generalizing already to “any float that is passing is greater than or equal to 5 or less than or equal to 10” — a plausible additional description which strengthens test #2 to imply that only numbers in that range are passing.

**Linguistic Findings.** Most of our grammatical types and semantics follow standard linguistic models. We did, however, find that using PBTs as linguistic semantics required one additional grammatical distinction in common nouns, between those used to constrain the domain of a property (and therefore correspond to constraining generators) and those which play a role in evaluating the property (and therefore correspond to predicates). For example, in considering “Every integer is an integer” as a PBT description, the English common noun “integer” corresponds once to a generator of integers (as the domain of the quantifier “every”) and once to a predicate on values (which is true only for integers), which would manifest as two lexicon entries for “integer”:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{integer} &\vdash CN[Gen] \Rightarrow \text{fc.integer()} \\
\text{integer} &\vdash CN[Chk] \Rightarrow \text{Number.isInteger}
\end{align*}
\]

Our prototype lexicon repeats this distinction with other common nouns to distinguish value checks from generators. This distinction refines standard grammars, similar to a distinction made for mathematical text [53, 54], where additional mathematically-required subcategorizations yield more precise grammars.

In examining the additional 19 PBTs from other texts [27, 43, 52] (available with our prototype [26]), every sentence structure is explained by standard grammatical theories, and can be parsed by a grammar-only CCG parser [65]. We have not implemented semantics for these tests because they require resolution of definite referents, a linguistic construct with subtle semantics [16, Ch. 7], [58, Ch. 7] for which we would prefer to import existing solutions [2]. These additional examples, however, reveal the limitations of focusing on educational material on PBT to find strict English-to-test correspondences. Two of the additional sources specify nearly the same tests for sorting a list [43, 52], one repeats the same FizzBuzz underspecification of STTP [43], and one explicitly states only trivial properties [27] (about adding integers), suggesting work is needed to develop suitable evaluation corpora.

**Limitations.** Our prototype’s primary limitation is lexicon size; words absent from the lexicon cannot be used. Fortunately the lexicon is inherently modular, and for reasons outlined below (Section 5) we believe growing this lexicon is feasible. In addition, our extraction to JavaScript is currently text-based (e.g., textual replacing “for all” with “fc.property” because NLTK does not allow periods in logical forms). Future improvements should replace this with a proper traversal of the logical form’s abstract syntax tree.

### 5 FUTURE WORK

The key piece of this approach is the lexicon, which clearly must be extended beyond our prototype. Fortunately, there is already a wide-coverage CCG lexicon for English, CCGBank [29, 30], which is able to parse a 4.5 million-word corpus [44] extracted from the Wall Street Journal. Though this certainly lacks many software-related terms and includes many terms irrelevant to testing, its more than 74,000 entries cover many different uses of common English words, including quantifiers, prepositions (from, of, as, . . . ), and distinctions between various verb classes (e.g., with or without direct objects). While some of these will require testing-specific semantics, their grammatical categories can be reused directly, cutting down the most laborious part of lexicon creation. Smaller cross-linguistic lexicons [2] offer a starting point to extend this beyond English. These can be supplemented by work to learn further lexicon extensions [10, 37].

Tests for any program will need to mention program-specific terms, which will need to be added by developers with no special linguistic background. Experiments on CCGBank showed [29] that when training on most of lexicon, the unseen words in a held-out test set were primarily nouns (35.1%) or transformations of nouns (e.g., adjectives, at 29.1%). These are also the simplest categories for non-linguists to provide semantics for (types, objects, and predicates), suggesting that it should be possible to make the lexicon extendable for an individual program by normal developers without special linguistic background. (Similar experiments for a wide-coverage lexicon of German [28] show over half of unknown words to be nouns, suggesting this feasibility extends beyond just English.)

A final key challenge common to any approach to relate formal and natural language is to find suitable evaluations for the efficacy of our technique. Focusing on educational material we were only able to identify 26 explicit statements of an intended property in English, among 4 textbooks with explicit coverage of property-based testing [6, 27, 43, 52] (2 others taught PBT without explicitly stating English for any test [18, 62]). Longer-term, the right evaluation approach is to ask developers currently using property-based tests to write natural language describing their test cases, or to seek access to existing closed-source pairings [9].